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Abstract

The production of $D^{*\pm}$, $D^{\pm}$ and $D_s^{\pm}$ charmed mesons has been measured with the ATLAS detector in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV at the LHC, using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 280 nb$^{-1}$. The charmed mesons have been reconstructed in the range of transverse momentum $3.5 < p_T(D) < 100$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$. The differential cross sections as a function of transverse momentum and pseudorapidity were measured for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^{\pm}$ production. The next-to-leading-order QCD predictions are consistent with the data in the visible kinematic region within the large theoretical uncertainties. Using the visible $D$ cross sections and an extrapolation to the full kinematic phase space, the strangeness-suppression factor in charm fragmentation, the fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state, and the total cross section of charm production at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV were derived.
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1 Introduction

Measurements of heavy-quark production at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide a means to test perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calculations at the highest available collision energies. Since the current calculations suffer from large theoretical uncertainties, the experimental constraints on heavy-quark production cross sections are important for measurements in the electroweak and Higgs sectors, and in searches for new physics phenomena, for which heavy-quark production is often an important background process.

Charmed mesons are produced in the hadronisation of charm and bottom quarks, which are copiously produced in \( pp \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 7 \text{ TeV} \). The ATLAS detector\(^1\) [1] at the LHC has been used previously to measure \( D^{*+} \) mesons\(^2\) produced in jets [2] and in bottom hadron decays in association with muons [3]. Associated production of \( D \) mesons and \( W \) bosons has been also studied by the ATLAS collaboration [4].

---

\(^1\) The ATLAS coordinate system is a Cartesian right-handed system, with the coordinate origin at the nominal interaction point. The anti-clockwise beam direction defines the positive \( z \)-axis, with the \( x \)-axis pointing to the centre of the LHC ring. Polar (\( \theta \)) and azimuthal (\( \phi \)) angles are measured with respect to this reference system, which corresponds to the centre-of-mass frame of the colliding protons. The pseudorapidity is defined as \( \eta = -\ln(\tan(\theta/2)) \) and the transverse momentum is defined as \( p_T = p \sin \theta \). The rapidity is defined as \( y = 0.5 \ln((E + p_z)/(E - p_z)) \), where \( E \) and \( p_z \) refer to energy and longitudinal momentum, respectively.

\(^2\) Hereafter, charge conjugation is implied.
Production of $D$ mesons in the hadronisation of charm quarks has been studied by the ALICE collaboration in the central rapidity range ($|y| < 0.5$) [5, 6] and by the LHCb collaboration at forward rapidities ($2.0 < y < 4.5$) [7]. Open-charm production was also measured by the CDF collaboration [8] at the Tevatron collider in $p\bar{p}$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 1.96$ TeV.

In this paper, measurements of the inclusive $D^{*+}$, $D^+$ and $D^{+}_{s}$ production cross sections and their comparison with next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD calculations are presented. Contributions from both charm hadronisation and bottom hadron decays have been included in the measured visible $D$ production cross sections and in the NLO QCD predictions. The measured visible cross sections have been extrapolated to the cross sections for $D$ meson production in charm hadronisation in the full kinematic phase space, after subtraction of the cross-section fractions originating from bottom production. The extrapolated cross sections have been used to calculate the total cross section of charm production in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV and two fragmentation ratios for charged charmed mesons: the strangeness-suppression factor and the fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state.

2 The ATLAS detector

A detailed description of the ATLAS detector can be found elsewhere [1]. A brief outline of the components most relevant to this analysis is given below.

The ATLAS inner detector has full coverage in $\phi$, covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 2.5$ and operates inside an axial magnetic field of 2 T of a superconducting solenoid. It consists of a silicon pixel detector (Pixel), a silicon microstrip detector (semiconductor tracker, SCT) and a transition radiation tracker (TRT). The inner-detector barrel (end-cap) parts consist of 3 (2 $\times$ 3) Pixel layers, 4 (2 $\times$ 9) double-layers of single-sided SCT strips and 73 (2 $\times$ 160) layers of TRT straws. The TRT straws enable track-following up to $|\eta| = 2.0$.

The calorimeter system is placed outside the solenoid. A high-resolution liquid-argon electromagnetic sampling calorimeter covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 3.2$. This calorimeter is complemented by hadronic calorimeters, built using scintillating tiles in the range $|\eta| < 1.7$ and liquid-argon technology in the end-cap (1.5 $< |\eta| < 3.2$). Forward calorimeters extend the coverage to $|\eta| < 4.9$.

The ATLAS detector has a three-level trigger system [9]. For the measurement of $D$ mesons with $3.5 < p_T < 20$ GeV (low-$p_T$ range), two complementary minimum-bias triggers are used. The first trigger relies on the first-level trigger signals from the Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS). The MBTS are mounted at each end of the inner detector in front of the liquid-argon end-cap calorimeter cryostats at $z = \pm 3.56$ m and are segmented into eight sectors in azimuth and two rings in pseudorapidity ($2.09 < |\eta| < 2.82$ and $2.82 < |\eta| < 3.84$). The MBTS trigger used in this analysis is configured to require at least one hit above threshold. The second minimum-bias trigger uses the inner detector at the second-level trigger to select inelastic events on randomly chosen bunch crossings (Random). For $D$ mesons with $20 < p_T < 100$ GeV (high-$p_T$ range), the first-level calorimeter-based jet triggers are used. The jet triggers use coarse detector information to identify areas in the calorimeter with energy deposits above certain thresholds. A simplified jet-finding algorithm based on a sliding window of configurable size is used to trigger events. The algorithm uses towers with a granularity of $\Delta \phi \times \Delta \eta = 0.2 \times 0.2$ as inputs. In this paper, the first-level jet triggers with energy thresholds of 5, 10 and 15 GeV are used. No further jet selection requirements are applied at the second and third trigger levels.
The integrated luminosity is calculated by measuring interaction rates using several ATLAS devices at small angles to the beam direction, with the absolute calibration obtained from beam-separation scans. The uncertainty of the luminosity measurement for the event sample used in this analysis is estimated to be 3.5% [10].

3 Event simulation

To model inelastic events produced in $pp$ collisions, a large sample of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events is prepared using the PYTHIA 6.4 [11] MC generator. The simulation is performed using leading-order matrix elements for all $2 \rightarrow 2$ QCD processes. Initial- and final-state parton showering is used to simulate the effect of higher-order processes. The MRST LO* [12] parameterisation is used for the parton distribution functions (PDF) of the proton. The charm- and bottom-quark masses are set to 1.5 GeV and 4.8 GeV, respectively. The event sample is generated using the ATLAS AMBT1 set of tuned parameters [13]. The fraction of the $D$ meson sample produced in bottom-hadron decays ($\sim 10\%$) is normalised using the measured production cross section of $b$-hadrons decaying to $D^{*+}\mu^-X$ final states [3].

The generated events are passed through a full ATLAS detector simulation [14] based on GEANT4 [15, 16] and processed with the same reconstruction program as used for the data.

4 QCD calculations

The measured $D$ cross sections are compared with the fixed-order next-to-leading-logarithm (FONLL) [17–19] predictions, with the general-mass variable-flavour-number scheme (GM-VFNS) [20–22] calculations and with the NLO QCD calculations matched with a leading-logarithm parton-shower MC simulation (NLO-MC). A web interface was used to obtain up-to-date FONLL predictions [23], while the GM-VFNS predictions have been provided by their authors. Two methods are presently available for performing the NLO-MC matched calculations: MC@NLO [24] and POWHEG [25]. Their implementations in the codes MC@NLO 3.42 [26] and POWHEG-hvq 1.01 [27] are used. MC@NLO 3.42 is matched with the HERWIG 6.5 [28] MC event generator, while POWHEG-hvq 1.01 is used with both HERWIG 6.5 and PYTHIA 6.4.

The main differences between the GM-VFNS and the other calculations considered here originate from differences between the so-called massless and massive schemes. In the massive scheme, the heavy quark $Q$ appears only in the final state and the $m_Q^2/p_{T,Q}^2$ power terms of the perturbative series are correctly accounted for, where $p_{T,Q}$ is the transverse momentum of the heavy quark and $m_Q$ is its pole mass. The massive-scheme calculations are not reliable for $p_{T,Q} \gg m_Q$ due to neglected terms of the type $\ln(p_{T,Q}^2/m_Q^2)$. In the massless scheme, the heavy quark occurs as an initial-state parton and the large logarithmic terms are absorbed into the heavy-quark contribution to the proton PDF, and into the fragmentation functions of the heavy-quark transition to a hadron. The massless calculations are reliable only for $p_{T,Q} \gg m_Q$ due to the assumption that $m_Q = 0$. The FONLL and GM-VFNS calculations were developed to obtain reliable predictions for $p_{T,Q} \approx m_Q$. In FONLL, the massive and massless predictions are matched exactly up to $O(\alpha_s^3)$, and spurious higher-order terms with potentially unphysical behaviour are damped using a weighting function. The FONLL parton cross sections are convolved with non-perturbative fragmentation functions. GM-VFNS combines the massless predictions with the massive $m_Q^2/p_{T,Q}^2$ power terms and derives subtraction terms by comparing the massive and massless
cross sections in the limit $m_Q \to 0$. The large logarithmic terms in GM-VFNS remain absorbed in the PDF and in perturbatively evolved fragmentation functions with a non-perturbative input. Unlike other calculations, GM-VFNS considers fragmentation to $D$ mesons from light quarks and gluons in addition to the heavy-quark fragmentation [29].

All predictions are obtained using the CTEQ6.6 [30] parameterisation for the proton PDF. The value of the QCD coupling constant is set to $\alpha_s(m_Z) = 0.118$ in accord with the central CTEQ6.6 analysis. Both the charm and bottom contributions to the charmed meson production cross sections are included in all predictions. The charm-quark pole mass is set to 1.5 GeV in all calculations. The bottom-quark pole mass is set to 4.75 GeV in the FONLL, MC@NLO and POWHEG calculations. In the GM-VFNS calculations, the bottom-quark pole mass is set to 4.5 GeV. The renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to $\mu_r = \mu_f = \mu$, where $\mu$ is defined as

$$\mu^2 = m_Q^2 + p_{T,Q}^2$$

in the FONLL and GM-VFNS calculations. For MC@NLO,

$$\mu^2 = m_Q^2 + \frac{(p_{T,Q} + p_{T,\bar{Q}})^2}{4},$$

where $p_{T,Q}$ and $p_{T,\bar{Q}}$ are the transverse momenta of the produced heavy quark and antiquark, respectively, and $m_Q$ is the heavy-quark pole mass. For POWHEG,

$$\mu^2 = m_Q^2 + (m_Q^2/4 - m_{Q\bar{Q}}^2) \cdot \sin^2(\theta_Q),$$

where $m_{Q\bar{Q}}$ is the invariant mass of the produced $Q\bar{Q}$ system and $\theta_Q$ is the polar angle of the heavy quark in the $Q\bar{Q}$ system centre-of-mass frame.

The specific FONLL fragmentation functions [23, 31] as well as the GM-VFNS fragmentation functions [29] were obtained using $e^+e^-$ data. In the case of the NLO-MC matched calculations, the heavy-quark hadronisation is performed using the cluster model [32] when interfaced to HERWIG. When interfaced to PYTHIA, the Lund string model [33] with the Bowler modification [34] of the Lund symmetric fragmentation function [35] for heavy quarks is used.

In the FONLL, MC@NLO and POWHEG calculations, the fragmentation fractions of heavy quarks hadronising as a particular charmed meson, $f(Q \to D)$, are set to experimental values obtained by averaging the LEP measurements in hadronic $Z$ decays [36]. They are summarised in Table 1. In GM-VFNS, the fragmentation fractions of heavy quarks, light quarks and gluons were obtained using $e^+e^-$ data, along with the fragmentation functions [29].

The following sources of theoretical uncertainty are considered for the FONLL, MC@NLO and POWHEG predictions:

- Scale uncertainty. The uncertainty was determined by varying $\mu_r$ and $\mu_f$ independently to $\mu/2$ and $2\mu$, with the additional constraint $1/2 < \mu_r/\mu_f < 2$, and selecting the largest positive and negative variations.

- Pole-mass uncertainty. The uncertainty is determined by varying the charm- and bottom-quark masses independently by ±0.2 GeV and ±0.25 GeV, respectively. The total $m_Q$ uncertainty is obtained by adding in quadrature separately the positive and negative cross-section variations.
Table 1: The fractions of $c$ and $b$ quarks hadronising as a particular charmed meson, $f(Q \rightarrow D)$, obtained by averaging the LEP measurements [36]. The first uncertainties are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties of the measurements. The second uncertainties originate from uncertainties in the relevant branching fractions.

| $f(c \rightarrow D^{\ast+})$ | $0.236 \pm 0.006 \pm 0.003$ |
| $f(c \rightarrow D^+)$ | $0.225 \pm 0.010 \pm 0.005$ |
| $f(c \rightarrow D_s^0)$ | $0.092 \pm 0.008 \pm 0.005$ |
| $f(b \rightarrow D^{\ast+})$ | $0.221 \pm 0.009 \pm 0.003$ |
| $f(b \rightarrow D^\pm)$ | $0.223 \pm 0.011 \pm 0.005$ |
| $f(b \rightarrow D_s^\pm)$ | $0.138 \pm 0.009 \pm 0.006$ |

5 Event selection

The data used in this analysis were collected in 2010 with the ATLAS detector in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV at the LHC. The crossing angle of the colliding protons was either zero or negligible in the rapidity range of the measurement. To measure $D$ mesons with $p_T < 20$ GeV, the events collected...
with the minimum-bias MBTS and Random triggers are used; these triggers are unbiased for the events of interest [9]. However, the rate from the triggers exceeded the allotted trigger bandwidth after the initial data-taking period and thus prescale factors were applied to reduce the output rate. Taking into account the prescale factors, the data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1.04 nb$^{-1}$. To measure $D$ mesons in the intervals $20 < p_T < 30$ GeV, $30 < p_T < 40$ GeV and $40 < p_T < 100$ GeV, the first-level jet triggers with energy thresholds of 5, 10 and 15 GeV, respectively, are used. The trigger efficiencies for the corresponding $D$ meson $p_T$ ranges are above 90%. The efficiencies are derived from the MC simulation. The simulation uncertainties are estimated from data–MC comparisons using independent trigger selections with softer thresholds on the jet energy or energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The triggers with energy thresholds of 5 and 10 GeV were prescaled during some parts of the data-taking period; their corresponding integrated luminosities are 28 nb$^{-1}$ and 90 nb$^{-1}$, respectively. The data sample taken with the unprescaled jet trigger with the energy threshold of 15 GeV corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 280 nb$^{-1}$.

The event samples are processed using the standard offline ATLAS detector calibration and event reconstruction [1, 44]. Only events with at least three reconstructed tracks with $p_T > 100$ MeV and at least one reconstructed primary-vertex candidate [45] are kept for the reconstruction of charmed mesons.

6 Reconstruction of charmed mesons

The $D^*$, $D^*$ and $D_s^*$ charmed mesons are reconstructed in the range of transverse momentum $3.5 < p_T(D) < 100$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$. As no significant differences between results for positively and negatively charged charmed mesons are observed, all results are presented for the combined samples.

Charmed meson candidates are reconstructed using tracks measured in the inner tracking detector. To ensure high reconstruction efficiency and good momentum resolution, each track is required to satisfy $|\eta| < 2.5$, have at least one hit in the Pixel detector and at least four hits in the SCT. The $dE/dx$ particle identification with the Pixel detector [46] is not used since it is not effective in the kinematic ranges utilised for the charmed-meson reconstruction.

There can be several primary-vertex candidates in an event due to multiple collisions per bunch crossing. To identify the heavy-quark production vertex, requirements on the $D$ meson transverse impact parameter, $d_0$, and longitudinal impact parameter, $z_0$, with respect to the primary-vertex candidate are imposed. In the rare case (< 1%) that more than one vertex satisfies these requirements, the hard-scatter primary vertex is taken to be the one with the largest sum of the squared transverse momenta of its associated tracks.

For $D$ mesons with momenta in the low-$p_T$ range, the background from non-signal track combinations (combinatorial background) is significantly reduced by requiring $p_T(D^{*+}, D^*, D_s^+)/\Sigma p_T(\text{track}) > 0.05$, where $\Sigma p_T(\text{track})$ is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all tracks associated with the primary vertex. MC studies indicate that due to properties of heavy-quark fragmentation, more than 99% of $D$ signals satisfy this selection criterion. Further background rejection is achieved by imposing requirements on the $D^0$ (from the $D^{*+} \rightarrow D^0 \pi^+$ decay), $D^*$ and $D_s^*$ transverse decay lengths\(^3\) with respect to the primary vertex, $L_{xy}$, and on the transverse momenta and decay angles of the charmed meson decay products.

---

\(^3\) The transverse decay length of a particle is the transverse distance between the primary or production vertex and the particle decay vertex, projected along the transverse momentum of the particle.
The contribution from $D^+$ to contributions from neutral-meson decays to two particles with opposite charges, in particular due to combinations outside of the signal region are slightly above those for the wrong-charge combinations due to the shapes of the combinatorial background components. The histograms show the distributions for wrong-charge combinations, in which both particles forming the $\Delta$ are quite similar to the distributions for right-charge combinations outside of the signal region, demonstrating that the three tracks of the decay are required to intersect at a single vertex and the $D^0$ trajectory is required to intersect with the third track, producing the $D^+$ vertex. To calculate the $D^0$ candidate invariant mass, $m(K\pi)$, kaon and pion masses are assumed in turn for each track. The additional track is assigned the pion mass and this pion is required to have a charge opposite to that of the kaon. The mass $m(K\pi)$, the three-particle invariant mass $m(K\pi\pi_s)$, and the mass difference, $\Delta m = m(K\pi\pi_s) - m(K\pi)$, are calculated using the track momenta refitted to the decay topology. To suppress combinatorial background the following requirements are used:

- $\chi^2 < 25$, where $\chi^2$ is the $D^+$ candidate fit quality. The requirement value is loose as the signal-to-background ratio decreases rather slowly with $\chi^2$.

- $|d_0(D^+)| < 0.5$ mm.

- $|z_0(D^+)\sin \theta(D^+)| < 0.5$ mm.

- $L_{xy}(D^0) > 0.1$ mm.

- $|\cos \phi(K)| < 0.95$, where $\phi(K)$ is the angle between the kaon in the $K\pi$ rest frame and the $K\pi$ line of flight in the laboratory frame.

Figure 1 shows the $\Delta m$ distributions for low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ $D^+$ candidates with $m(K\pi)$ values consistent with the world average $D^0$ mass [47]. To take the mass resolution into account, the selection requirement is varied from $1.83 < m(K\pi) < 1.90$ GeV for the $D^+$ candidates with small $|\eta|$ and $p_T$ values to $1.78 < m(K\pi) < 1.95$ GeV for the $D^+$ candidates with large $|\eta|$ and $p_T$ values. Sizeable signals are seen around the world average value of $m(D^+) - m(D^0) = 145.4527 \pm 0.0017$ MeV [47]. The dashed histograms show the distributions for wrong-charge combinations, in which both particles forming the $D^0$ candidate have the same charge and the third particle has the opposite charge. These distributions, which are quite similar to the distributions for right-charge combinations outside of the signal region, demonstrate the shape of the combinatorial background components. The $\Delta m$ distributions for the right-charge combinations outside of the signal region are slightly above those for the wrong-charge combinations due to contributions from neutral-meson decays to two particles with opposite charges, in particular due to the contribution from $D^0$ mesons not originating from $D^+ \rightarrow D^0\pi^+$ decays.
Figure 1: The distribution of the mass difference, $\Delta m = m(K\pi\pi_s) - m(K\pi)$, for $D^{\pm}$ candidates with $3.5 < p_T(D^{\pm}) < 20$ GeV (top) and $20 < p_T(D^{\pm}) < 100$ GeV (bottom). The data are represented by the points with error bars (statistical only). The dashed histograms show the distributions for wrong-charge combinations. The solid curves represent fit results (see text).
The $\Delta m$ distributions are fitted to the sum of a modified Gaussian function [48] describing the signal and a threshold function describing the non-resonant background. The modified Gaussian function is defined as
\[
\text{Gauss}^{\text{mod}} \propto \exp[-0.5 \cdot x^{1+1/(1+0.5 \cdot x)}],
\]
where $x = |(\Delta m - m_0)/\sigma|$. This functional form, introduced to take into account the non-Gaussian tails of resonant signals, describes both the data and MC signals well. The signal position, $m_0$, and width, $\sigma$, as well as the number of $D^{*+}$ mesons are free parameters of the fit. The threshold function has the form $A \cdot (\Delta m - m_{\text{th}})^B \cdot \exp[C \cdot (\Delta m - m_{\text{th}}) + D \cdot (\Delta m - m_{\text{th}})^2]$, where $m_{\text{th}}$ is the pion mass and $A$, $B$, $C$ and $D$ are free parameters. The fitted $D^{*\pm}$ yields are $N(D^{*\pm}) = 2140 \pm 120$ (stat) and $N(D^{*+}) = 732 \pm 34$ (stat) for the low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ ranges, respectively. Small admixtures ($< 1\%$) to the reconstructed signals from the $D^{*+} \rightarrow D^0\pi^+$ decays with $D^0$ decays to final states other than $K^-\pi^+$ are taken into account in the acceptance correction procedure (Section 7). The combined value of the fitted mass differences is $145.47 \pm 0.03$ (stat) MeV, in agreement with the world average. The widths of the signals are $\sim 0.6$ MeV, in agreement with the MC expectations.

6.2 Reconstruction of $D^+$ mesons

The $D^+$ mesons are reconstructed from the decay $D^+ \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^+$. In each event, two tracks from same-charge particles each with $p_T > 0.8$ GeV are combined with a track from the opposite-charge particle with $p_T > 1$ GeV to form a $D^+$ candidate. At least one of the two particles with the same charge is required to have $p_T > 1$ GeV. Only three-track combinations successfully fitted to a common vertex are kept. The pion mass is assigned to each of the two tracks from same-charge particles and the kaon mass is assigned to the third track, after which the candidate invariant mass, $m(K\pi\pi)$, is calculated using the track momenta re-fitted to the common vertex. To suppress combinatorial background the following requirements are used:

- $\chi^2 < 12$, where $\chi^2$ is the $D^+$ candidate vertex fit quality.
- $|d_0(D^+)| < 0.15$ mm.
- $|z_0(D^+) \sin(\theta(D^+))| < 0.3$ mm.
- $L_{uv}(D^+) > 1.2$ mm. The large value of the requirement on $L_{uv}(D^+)$ is motivated by the relatively large lifetime of the $D^+$ meson [47] and the large combinatorial background.
- $\cos \theta'(K) > -0.8$, where $\theta'(K)$ is the angle between the kaon in the $K\pi\pi$ rest frame and the $K\pi\pi$ line of flight in the laboratory frame.
- $\cos \theta'(\pi) > -0.85$, where $\theta'(\pi)$ is the angle between the pion in the $K\pi\pi$ rest frame and the $K\pi\pi$ line of flight in the laboratory frame.

To suppress background from $D^{*+}$ decays, combinations with $m(K\pi\pi) - m(K\pi) < 153$ MeV are removed. The background from $D^+_s \rightarrow \phi\pi^+$, with $\phi \rightarrow K^+K^-$, is suppressed by rejecting any three-track $D^+$ candidate comprised of a pair of tracks of oppositely charged particles which, when assuming the kaon mass for both tracks, has a two-track invariant mass within $\pm 8$ MeV of the world average $\phi$ mass [47]. MC studies indicate that the suppression of the $D^{*+} \rightarrow D^0\pi^+$ decays has a negligible effect on the $D^+$ signal, and the suppression of the $D^+_s \rightarrow \phi\pi^+$ decays rejects less than 2% of the signal. The remaining small background from $D^+_s \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+$ decays is subtracted using the simulated reflection shape normalised to the measured $D^+_s$ rate (Section 6.3). Smaller contributions, affecting mass ranges outside the expected
$D^+$ signal, from the decays $D_s^+ \rightarrow \pi^+\pi^−\pi^+$, $D^+ \rightarrow K^+K^−\pi^+$, $D^+ \rightarrow \pi^+\pi^−\pi^+$ and $D^+ \rightarrow \pi^+\pi^−\pi^\pi^0$ are subtracted using the simulated reflection shapes normalised to the measured $D^+$ and $D_s^+$ rates.

Figure 2 shows the $m(K\pi\pi)$ distributions for low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ $D^+$ candidates after all requirements. Sizeable signals are seen around the world average value of the $D^+$ mass, $1869.61 \pm 0.10\,\text{MeV}$ [47]. The mass distributions are fitted to the sum of a modified Gaussian function describing the signal and a quadratic exponential function describing the non-resonant background. The quadratic exponential function has the form $A \cdot \exp(B \cdot m + C \cdot m^2)$, where $A$, $B$ and $C$ are free parameters. The fitted $D^\pm$ yields are $N(D^+) = 1990 \pm 100\,\text{(stat)}$ and $N(D^+) = 1730 \pm 100\,\text{(stat)}$ for the low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ ranges, respectively. The combined $D^+$ mass value is $1870.0 \pm 0.7\,\text{(stat)}\,\text{MeV}$, in agreement with the world average. The widths of the signals are $\sim 15\,\text{MeV}$, in agreement with the MC expectations.

### 6.3 Reconstruction of $D_s^+$ mesons

The $D_s^+$ mesons are reconstructed from the decay $D_s^+ \rightarrow \phi\pi^+$ with $\phi \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^0$. In each event, tracks from particles with opposite charges and $p_T > 1\,\text{GeV}$ are assigned the kaon mass and combined in pairs to form $\phi$ candidates. Any additional track with $p_T > 1\,\text{GeV}$ is assigned the pion mass and combined with the $\phi$ candidate to form a $D_s^+$ candidate. Only three-track combinations successfully fitted to a common vertex are kept. The $\phi$ candidate invariant mass, $m(KK)$, and the $D_s^+$ candidate invariant mass, $m(KK\pi)$, are calculated using the track momenta refitted to the common vertex. To suppress combinatorial background the following requirements are used:

- $\chi^2 < 12$, where $\chi^2$ is the $D_s^+$ candidate vertex fit quality.
- $|d_0(D_s^+)| < 0.15\,\text{mm}$.
- $|z_0(D_s^+)\sin(\theta(D_s^+))| < 0.3\,\text{mm}$.
- $L_{xy}(D_s^+) > 0.4\,\text{mm}$.
- $-0.8 < \cos\theta'(\pi) < 0.7$, where $\theta'(\pi)$ is the angle between the pion in the $KK\pi$ rest frame and the $KK\pi$ line of flight in the laboratory frame.
- $|\cos^3\theta'(K)| > 0.2$, where $\theta'(K)$ is the angle between either of the kaons and the pion in the $KK$ rest frame. The decay of the pseudoscalar $D_s^+$ meson to the $\phi$ (vector) plus $\pi^+$ (pseudoscalar) final state results in an alignment of the spin of the $\phi$ meson transverse to the direction of motion of the $\phi$ relative to the $D_s^+$. Consequently, the distribution of $\cos\theta'(K)$ follows a $\cos^2\theta'(K)$ shape, implying a uniform distribution for $\cos^3\theta'(K)$. In contrast, the $\cos\theta'(K)$ distribution of the combinatorial background is uniform and its $\cos^3\theta'(K)$ distribution peaks at zero. The requirement suppresses the background significantly while reducing the signal by 20%.

Small contributions, affecting mass ranges outside the expected $D_s^+$ signal, from the decays $D_s^+ \rightarrow \phi K^+$, $D_s^+ \rightarrow \phi\pi^+\pi^0$, $D^+ \rightarrow \phi\pi^+\pi^0$ and $D^+ \rightarrow K^+\pi^+\pi^0$ are subtracted using the simulated reflection shapes normalised to the measured $D^+$ and $D_s^+$ rates.

Figure 3 shows the $m(KK\pi)$ distributions for low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ $D_s^+$ candidates with $m(KK)$ within $\pm 7\,\text{MeV}$ of the world average $\phi$ mass [47]. Sizeable signals are seen around the world average value of the $D_s^+$ mass, $1968.30 \pm 0.11\,\text{MeV}$ [47]. Smaller signals are visible around the world average value of $m(D^+)$, as expected from the decay $D^+ \rightarrow \phi\pi^+$ with $\phi \rightarrow K^+K^-$. 
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Figure 2: The $m(K\pi\pi)$ distributions for $D^\pm$ candidates with $3.5 < p_T(K\pi\pi) < 20$ GeV (top) and $20 < p_T(D^\pm) < 100$ GeV (bottom). The data are represented by the points with error bars (statistical only). The solid curves represent fit results (see text).
Figure 3: The $m(KK\pi)$ distributions for $D_s^+$ candidates with $3.5 < p_T(D_s^+) < 20$ GeV (top) and $20 < p_T(D_s^+) < 100$ GeV (bottom). Small signals visible around the world average value of $m(D^*)$ are from the decay $D^+ \rightarrow \phi \pi^+$ with $\phi \rightarrow K^+ K^-$. The data are represented by the points with error bars (statistical only). The solid curves represent the fit results (see text).
The \( m(KK\pi) \) distributions are fitted to the sum of two modified Gaussian functions describing the \( D_s^+ \) and \( D^+ \) signals and a quadratic exponential function describing the non-resonant background. For the small \( D^+ \) signals, the signal positions are fixed to the \( D_s^+ \) signal positions minus the world average value of \( m(D_s^+) - m(D^+) \) [47], and their widths are fixed using the \( D_s^+ \) signal widths and the MC ratio of the \( D^+ \) and \( D_s^+ \) widths. The fitted \( D_s^+ \) yields are \( N(D_s^+) = 313 \pm 60 \) (stat) and \( N(D_s^+) = 158 \pm 25 \) (stat) for the low-\( p_T \) and high-\( p_T \) ranges, respectively. The combined \( D_s^+ \) mass value is \( 1971.2 \pm 2.0 \) (stat) MeV, in agreement with the world average. The widths of the signals are \( \sim 15 \) MeV, in agreement with the MC expectations.

7 Data correction and systematic uncertainties

The visible \( D \) production cross sections are measured for the process \( pp \rightarrow DX \) in the kinematic region \( 3.5 < p_T(D) < 100 \) GeV and \( |\eta(D)| < 2.1 \). The cross section for a given charmed meson is calculated in the low-\( p_T \) range, \( 3.5 < p_T(D) < 20 \) GeV, and high-\( p_T \) range, \( 20 < p_T(D) < 100 \) GeV, from

\[
\sigma_{pp \rightarrow DX} = \frac{N(D)}{A \cdot L \cdot B},
\]

where \( N(D) \) is the number of reconstructed charmed mesons with positive and negative charges, \( A \) is the reconstruction acceptance obtained from the MC sample, \( L \) is the integrated luminosity and \( B \) is the branching fraction or the product of the branching fractions for the decay channel used in the reconstruction. The reconstruction acceptance takes into account efficiencies, migrations and small remaining admixtures in the reconstructed signals from other decay modes. To calculate the \( D^+ \) and \( D^* \) production cross sections, the world average \( B \) values [47] are used. For \( D_s^+ \), the measurement by the CLEO experiment [49] of the partial \( D_s^+ \rightarrow K^+K^-\pi^+ \) branching fractions, with a kaon-pair mass within various intervals around the world average \( \phi \) meson mass, is used. Interpolating between the partial branching fractions, measured for the \( \pm 5 \) MeV and \( \pm 10 \) MeV intervals, yields the value \( (1.85 \pm 0.11)\% \) for the \( \pm 7 \) MeV interval used in this analysis.

The differential cross sections \( d\sigma/dp_T \) and \( d\sigma/d|\eta| \) are calculated for \( D^*^+ \) and \( D^+ \) production\(^4\) in nine bins in \( p_T \) (3.5 \( \rightarrow \) 5; 5 \( \rightarrow \) 6.5; 6.5 \( \rightarrow \) 8; 8 \( \rightarrow \) 12; 12 \( \rightarrow \) 20; 20 \( \rightarrow \) 30; 30 \( \rightarrow \) 40; 40 \( \rightarrow \) 60; 60 \( \rightarrow \) 100 GeV), and five bins in \( |\eta| \) (0 \( \rightarrow \) 0.2; 0.2 \( \rightarrow \) 0.5; 0.5 \( \rightarrow \) 0.8; 0.8 \( \rightarrow \) 1.3; 1.3 \( \rightarrow \) 2.1) for both the low-\( p_T \) and high-\( p_T \) ranges. To obtain the differential cross section in a given bin, the visible cross section in the bin is divided by the bin width. The numbers of \( D^*^+ \) and \( D^+ \) mesons in each bin are obtained using the same procedure as that described in Section 6.

The following groups of systematic uncertainty sources are considered:

- {\( \delta_1 \)} The uncertainty of the jet trigger efficiencies. It is estimated using data–MC comparisons with independent trigger selections.
- {\( \delta_2 \)} The uncertainty of the track reconstruction and selection [13]. It is dominated by the uncertainty on the description of the detector material in the MC simulation. The uncertainty is calculated taking into account the \( p_T \) and \( \eta \) distributions of the \( D \) decay products.

\(^4\) For \( D_s^+ \) production, the differential cross sections are not calculated due to insufficient sample size.
• \([\delta_3]\) The uncertainty of the \(D\) meson selection efficiency. It is determined by varying the MC reconstruction resolutions for the variables used in the selection of the \(D\) meson by amounts reflecting possible differences between the data and MC. For the \(p_T(D^{*+}, D^{+}, D_s^+) / \sum p_T(\text{track}) > 0.05\) requirement, the uncertainty is determined by repeating all calculations without this requirement.

• \([\delta_4]\) The uncertainty related to the \(D\) signal extraction procedures. It is determined by varying the background parameterisations and the ranges used for the signal fits. In addition, in the \(D^+\) signal extraction procedure, the normalisation of the subtracted \(D_s^+ \rightarrow K^- K^+\pi^+\) reflection is varied in the combined range of the normalisation statistical uncertainty and normalisation uncertainty propagated from the branching fraction uncertainties [47]. In the \(D_s^+\) signal extraction procedure, the constraints used for the small \(D^+\) signals are varied in the range of the MC statistical uncertainty for the ratio of the \(D^+\) and \(D_s^+\) widths and the uncertainty of world average value of \(m(D_s^+) - m(D^+)\) [47].

• \([\delta_5]\) The model dependence of the acceptance corrections. It is obtained by varying in the MC simulation:
  - the \(p_T(D)\) and \(|\eta(D)|\) distributions while preserving agreement with the data distributions,
  - the relative beauty contribution in the range allowed by the \(b\)-hadron cross-section measurement [3],
  - the lifetimes of charmed \((D^+, D^0, D_s^+)\) and beauty \((B^+, B^0, B_s^0, \Lambda_c^0)\) hadrons in the ranges of their uncertainties [47].

• \([\delta_6]\) The uncertainty of the acceptance corrections related to the MC statistical uncertainty.

• \([\delta_7]\) The uncertainty of the branching fractions [47,49] used in Eq. (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>(\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{*\pm}))</th>
<th>(\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\pm}))</th>
<th>(\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D_s^\pm))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-(p_T)</td>
<td>High-(p_T)</td>
<td>Low-(p_T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger ((\delta_1))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+0.9%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking ((\delta_2))</td>
<td>\pm 7.8%</td>
<td>\pm 7.4%</td>
<td>\pm 7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) selection ((\delta_3))</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal fit ((\delta_4))</td>
<td>\pm 1.3%</td>
<td>\pm 0.9%</td>
<td>\pm 1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling ((\delta_5))</td>
<td>+1.0%</td>
<td>+2.7%</td>
<td>+2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of MC sample ((\delta_6))</td>
<td>\pm 0.6%</td>
<td>\pm 0.9%</td>
<td>\pm 0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminosity ((\delta_7))</td>
<td>\pm 3.5%</td>
<td>\pm 3.5%</td>
<td>\pm 3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching fraction ((\delta_8))</td>
<td>\pm 1.5%</td>
<td>\pm 1.5%</td>
<td>\pm 2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Systematic uncertainties for measurements of visible low-\(p_T\), \(3.5 < p_T(D) < 20\) GeV, and high-\(p_T\), \(20 < p_T(D) < 100\) GeV, cross sections of \(D^{*\pm}, D^{\pm}\) and \(D_s^\pm\) production with \(|\eta| < 2.1\).
The systematic uncertainties are summarised in Table 2. Contributions from the systematic uncertainties $\delta_1 - \delta_6$, calculated for visible cross sections and all bins of the differential cross sections, are added in quadrature separately for positive and negative variations. Uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement ($\delta_7$) and branching fractions ($\delta_8$) are quoted separately for the measured visible cross sections. For differential cross sections, the $\delta_7$ and $\delta_8$ uncertainties are not included in Tables 4–6 and Figs. 4–6.

8 Production cross sections of charmed mesons

The visible cross sections of $D$ meson production in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV for $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$ in the low-$p_T$ range, $3.5 < p_T(D) < 20$ GeV, are measured to be

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\pm}) = 331 \pm 18 \text{ (stat)} \pm 28 \text{ (syst)} \pm 12 \text{ (lum)} \pm 5 \text{ (br)} \text{b} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\mp}) = 328 \pm 16 \text{ (stat)} \pm 27 \text{ (syst)} \pm 11 \text{ (lum)} \pm 7 \text{ (br)} \text{b} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\pm}_s) = 160 \pm 31 \text{ (stat)} \pm 17 \text{ (syst)} \pm 6 \text{ (lum)} \pm 10 \text{ (br)} \text{b} ,
$$

where the last two uncertainties are due to those on the luminosity measurement and the charmed meson decay branching fractions.

The POWHEG+PYTHIA predictions are

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\pm}) = 158^{+176}_{-81} \text{ (scale)}^{+15}_{-13} (m_Q)^{+14}_{-12} \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+19}_{-16} \text{ (hadr)} \text{b} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\mp}) = 134^{+145}_{-67} \text{ (scale)}^{+12}_{-13} (m_Q)^{+12}_{-11} \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+21}_{-12} \text{ (hadr)} \text{b} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{\pm}_s) = 62^{+63}_{-29} \text{ (scale)} \pm 6 (m_Q) \pm 5 \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+7}_{-8} \text{ (hadr)} \text{b} ,
$$

where the last uncertainty is due to that on hadronisation (see Section 4). The FONLL predictions for $D^{**}$ and $D^*$ are

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{**}) = 202^{+119}_{-73} \text{ (scale)}^{+36}_{-27} (m_Q) \pm 21 \text{ (PDF)} \pm 5 \text{ (ff)} \text{b} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^*) = 174^{+99}_{-60} \text{ (scale)}^{+33}_{-24} (m_Q) \pm 18 \text{ (PDF)} \pm 7 \text{ (ff)} \text{b} ,
$$

where the last uncertainty is due to that on the fragmentation function. The FONLL predictions for $D^*_s$ production are currently not available.

The visible cross sections of $D$ meson production in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV for $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$ in the high-$p_T$ range, $20 < p_T(D) < 100$ GeV, are measured to be

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{**}) = 988 \pm 45 \text{ (stat)} \pm 81 \text{ (syst)} \pm 35 \text{ (lum)} \pm 15 \text{ (br)} \text{nb} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^*) = 888 \pm 53 \text{ (stat)} \pm 73 \text{ (syst)} \pm 31 \text{ (lum)} \pm 18 \text{ (br)} \text{nb} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{*+}_s) = 512 \pm 83 \text{ (stat)} \pm 52 \text{ (syst)} \pm 18 \text{ (lum)} \pm 30 \text{ (br)} \text{nb} .
$$

The POWHEG+PYTHIA predictions are

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{**}) = 600^{+269}_{-137} \text{ (scale)}^{+15}_{-21} (m_Q)^{+25}_{-24} \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+126}_{-111} \text{ (hadr)} \text{nb} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^*) = 480^{+208}_{-109} \text{ (scale)}^{+6}_{-11} (m_Q)^{+20}_{-27} \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+121}_{-71} \text{ (hadr)} \text{nb} ,
$$

$$
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{*+}_s) = 225^{+106}_{-47} \text{ (scale)}^{+9}_{-8} (m_Q)^{+9}_{-13} \text{ (PDF } \oplus \alpha_s)^{+40}_{-49} \text{ (hadr)} \text{nb} .
$$
Table 3: The visible low-$p_T$, 3.5 < $p_T$ < 20 GeV, and high-$p_T$, 20 < $p_T$ < 100 GeV, cross sections of $D^{*+}$, $D^+$ and $D_s^+$ production with $|\eta| < 2.1$. The measurements are compared with the GM-VFNS [20–22], FONLL [17–19, 23], POWHEG+PYTHIA [11, 27], POWHEG+HERWIG [27, 28] and MC@NLO [26, 28] predictions. The data uncertainties are the total uncertainties obtained as sums in quadrature of the statistical, systematic, luminosity and branching-fraction uncertainties. The prediction uncertainties are the total uncertainties obtained as sums in quadrature of all considered sources of the theoretical uncertainty (see text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p_T$ range</th>
<th>$d\sigma/dp_T(D^{*\pm})$ [µb/GeV]</th>
<th>$d\sigma/dp_T(D^\pm)$ [µb/GeV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5 – 5.0</td>
<td>145 ± 15 ± 14</td>
<td>127 ± 13 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 – 6.5</td>
<td>43.4 ± 4.2 ± 3.6</td>
<td>51.9 ± 4.3 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5 – 8.0</td>
<td>20.8 ± 1.9 ± 1.7</td>
<td>20.0 ± 2.3 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 12</td>
<td>6.34 ± 0.50 ± 0.51</td>
<td>6.29 ± 0.56 ± 0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 – 20</td>
<td>(757 ± 101 ± 65) × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(583 ± 88 ± 50) × 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 – 30</td>
<td>(78.8 ± 5.6 ± 6.4) × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(73.6 ± 5.5 ± 5.9) × 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 40</td>
<td>(13.3 ± 1.2 ± 1.2) × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(11.9 ± 1.2 ± 1.0) × 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 60</td>
<td>(2.52 ± 0.21 ± 0.20) × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>(2.05 ± 0.18 ± 0.16) × 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 – 100</td>
<td>(131 ± 31 ± 11) × 10^{-6}</td>
<td>(175 ± 41 ± 15) × 10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The measured differential cross sections $d\sigma/dp_T$ of $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^+$ production with $|\eta| < 2.1$. The first and second errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The systematic uncertainties corresponding to the tracking ($\delta z$) uncertainties (Table 2) are strongly correlated. The fully correlated uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^+$, respectively) are not shown.

The FONLL predictions for $D^{*+}$ and $D^+$ are

\[
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^{*\pm}) = 753^{+116}_{-98} \text{(scale)}^{+28}_{-18} (m_Q) \pm 41 \text{(PDF)} \pm 17 \text{(ff)} \mu\text{b},
\]

\[
\sigma^{\text{vis}}(D^\pm) = 617^{+92}_{-78} \text{(scale)}^{+37}_{-21} (m_Q) \pm 33 \text{(PDF)} \pm 23 \text{(ff)} \mu\text{b}.
\]
Table 5: The measured differential cross sections $d\sigma/d|\eta|$ of $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$ production with $3.5 < p_T < 20$ GeV. The first and second errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The systematic uncertainty fractions corresponding to the tracking ($\delta_2$) uncertainties (Table 2) are strongly correlated. The fully correlated uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$, respectively) are not shown.

| $|\eta|$ range | $d\sigma/d|\eta|(D^{*\pm}) \ [\mu b]$ | $d\sigma/d|\eta|(D^\pm) \ [\mu b]$ |
|----------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| 0.0 − 0.2      | $176 \pm 21 \pm 14$         | $165 \pm 20 \pm 13$          |
| 0.2 − 0.5      | $158 \pm 17 \pm 12$         | $164 \pm 16 \pm 13$          |
| 0.5 − 0.8      | $149 \pm 15 \pm 12$         | $165 \pm 15 \pm 13$          |
| 0.8 − 1.3      | $156 \pm 14 \pm 14$         | $157 \pm 17 \pm 13$          |
| 1.3 − 2.1      | $171 \pm 23 \pm 19$         | $142 \pm 19 \pm 18$          |

Table 6: The measured differential cross sections $d\sigma/d|\eta|$ of $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$ production with $20 < p_T < 100$ GeV. The first and second errors are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The systematic uncertainty fractions corresponding to the tracking ($\delta_2$) uncertainties (Table 2) are strongly correlated. The fully correlated uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$, respectively) are not shown.

| $|\eta|$ range | $d\sigma/d|\eta|(D^{*\pm}) \ [nb]$ | $d\sigma/d|\eta|(D^\pm) \ [nb]$ |
|----------------|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| 0.0 − 0.2      | $591 \pm 66 \pm 46$         | $579 \pm 80 \pm 46$          |
| 0.2 − 0.5      | $584 \pm 54 \pm 46$         | $543 \pm 51 \pm 42$          |
| 0.5 − 0.8      | $638 \pm 55 \pm 49$         | $510 \pm 51 \pm 42$          |
| 0.8 − 1.3      | $446 \pm 43 \pm 35$         | $408 \pm 46 \pm 33$          |
| 1.3 − 2.1      | $358 \pm 49 \pm 40$         | $350 \pm 65 \pm 39$          |

The visible low-$p_T$ and high-$p_T$ $D^{*\pm}$, $D^\pm$ and $D^\pm_s$ production cross sections are compared in Table 3 with the NLO QCD predictions. The FONLL, MC@NLO and POWHEG predictions are consistent with the data within the large theoretical uncertainties, with the central values of the predictions lying below the measurements. The GM-VFNS predictions agree with data.

The differential cross sections $d\sigma/dp_T$ and $d\sigma/d|\eta|$ for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$ production are shown in Tables 4-6 and compared in Figs. 4-6 with the NLO QCD predictions. The FONLL, MC@NLO and POWHEG predictions are generally below the data. They are consistent with the data in the measured $p_T(D)$ and $|\eta(D)|$ ranges within the large theoretical uncertainties. The FONLL and POWHEG predictions reproduce shapes of the data distributions. The $p_T$ shape of the MC@NLO prediction is harder than that for the data. The $|\eta|$ shape of the MC@NLO prediction in the high-$p_T$ range differs from the data and all other predictions. The GM-VFNS predictions agree with data in both shape and normalisation.
Figure 4: Differential cross sections for $D^{*\pm}$ (top) and $D^\pm$ (bottom) mesons as a function of $p_T$ for data (points) compared to the NLO QCD calculations of FONLL, POWHEG+PYTHIA, POWHEG+HERWIG, MC@NLO and GM-VFNS (histograms). The data points are drawn in the bin centres. The inner error bars show the statistical uncertainties and the outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$, respectively) are not included in the shown systematic uncertainties. The bands show the estimated theoretical uncertainty of the FONLL calculation.
Figure 5: Differential cross sections for $D^{*+}$ (top) and $D^+$ (bottom) mesons with $3.5 < p_T(D) < 20$ GeV as a function of $|\eta|$ for data (points) compared to the NLO QCD calculations of FONLL, POWHEG+PYTHIA, POWHEG+HERWIG, MC@NLO and GM-VFNS (histograms). The data points are drawn in the bin centres. The inner error bars show the statistical uncertainties and the outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*+}$ and $D^+$, respectively) are not included in the shown systematic uncertainties. The bands show the estimated theoretical uncertainty of the FONLL calculation.
Figure 6: Differential cross sections for $D^{*+}$ (top) and $D^{+}$ (bottom) mesons with $20 < p_T(D) < 100$ GeV as a function of $|\eta|$ for data (points) compared to the NLO QCD calculations of FONLL, POWHEG+PYTHIA, POWHEG+HERWIG, MC@NLO and GM-VFNS (histograms). The data points are drawn in the bin centres. The inner error bars show the statistical uncertainties and the outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Uncertainties linked with the luminosity measurement (3.5%) and branching fractions (1.5% and 2.1% for $D^{*+}$ and $D^{+}$, respectively) are not included in the shown systematic uncertainties. The bands show the estimated theoretical uncertainty of the FONLL calculation.
9 Extrapolation to the full kinematic phase space

The visible kinematic range covers only a small fraction of produced charmed mesons. To get some insight into the general properties of charm production and hadronisation at the LHC, the visible low-$p_T$ $D$ cross sections are extrapolated to the cross sections in the full kinematic phase space after subtracting the cross-section fractions originating from beauty production. Assuming the validity of the QCD NLO calculations and QCD factorisation in the whole phase space, the extrapolation factors are calculated as ratios of the total NLO cross sections of $D$ mesons produced in charm hadronisation, $\sigma^\text{tot}_{c\bar{c}}(D)$, to those in the visible kinematic range. The extrapolation factors from the visible low-$p_T$ $D^{\ast+}$, $D^+$ and $D^+_s$ cross sections to the full kinematic phase space are of the order 12–14.

The extrapolated $D$ cross sections are used to calculate the total cross section of charm production in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, and two charm fragmentation ratios: the strangeness-suppression factor in charm fragmentation and the fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state. The GM-VFNS calculations cannot be used for extrapolation because they originate from the massless scheme. For estimation of the total cross section of charm production, the extrapolation is performed with the FONLL calculations. However, as the FONLL calculations are not available for $D^+_s$ production and do not include such a sophisticated fragmentation scheme as PYTHIA, the extrapolation for extraction of the charm fragmentation ratios is performed with the POWHEG+PYTHIA calculations.

The results obtained by extrapolating the visible high-$p_T$ $D$ cross sections agree with the results presented, but have larger extrapolation uncertainties.

9.1 Total charm production cross section

To calculate the total cross section of charm production, the total production cross section of a given $D$ meson should be divided by twice the value of the corresponding charm fragmentation fraction from Table 1. The weighted mean of the two values calculated from $D^{\ast+}$ and $D^+$ cross sections is

$$\sigma^\text{tot}_{c\bar{c}} = 8.6 \pm 0.3 \text{(stat)} \pm 0.7 \text{(syst)} \pm 0.3 \text{(lum)} \pm 0.2 \text{(ff)} ^{+3.5}_{-3.4} \text{(extr)} \text{ mb} \quad \text{(ATLAS)},$$

where the fourth uncertainty is due to the uncertainty of the fragmentation fractions and the last uncertainty is due to the extrapolation procedure. The extrapolation uncertainty is determined by adding in quadrature the changes in results originating from all sources of the FONLL theoretical uncertainty (Section 4). The uncertainties in the charmed meson decay branching fractions, which are common to the measured cross sections and fragmentation fractions, do not affect the calculation of the total cross section of charm production.

The calculated total cross section of charm production can be compared with a similar calculation performed by the ALICE experiment [50]:

$$\sigma^\text{tot}_{c\bar{c}} = 8.5 \pm 0.5 \text{(stat)} ^{+1.0}_{-2.4} \text{(syst)} \pm 0.3 \text{(lum)} \pm 0.2 \text{(ff)} ^{+5.0}_{-0.4} \text{(extr)} \text{ mb} \quad \text{(ALICE)}.$$

The ATLAS and ALICE estimates of the total charm production cross section at LHC are in good agreement. Both estimations are performed using extrapolations outside the visible kinematic ranges with analogous FONLL calculations. The different extrapolation uncertainties of the two estimations are due to different visible kinematic ranges. ATLAS extrapolates from the kinematic range $3.5 < p_T(D) < 20$ GeV and $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$, while the ALICE visible kinematic range is $1 < p_T(D) < 24$ GeV and $|y(D)| < 0.5$.  
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9.2 Charm fragmentation ratios

The total cross sections for $D$ production are used to calculate two fragmentation ratios for charged charmed mesons: the strangeness-suppression factor, $\gamma_{s/d}$, and the fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state, $P^d_v$. The strangeness-suppression factor is calculated as the ratio of the $\sigma_{cc}(D^+_s)$ to the sum of $\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+})$ and that part of $\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*)$ which does not originate from $D^{*+}$ decays:

$$
\gamma_{s/d} = \frac{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^+_s)}{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) + \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*) - \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) \cdot (1 - B_{D^+ \to D^{*+}})} = \frac{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^+_s)}{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) + \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*) \cdot B_{D^+ \to D^{*+}}},
$$

where $B_{D^+ \to D^{*+}} = 0.677 \pm 0.005$ [47] is the branching fraction of the $D^{*+} \to D^0 \pi^+$ decay. The fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state is calculated as the ratio of $\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+})$ to the sum of $\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*)$ and that part of $\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*)$ which does not originate from $D^{*+}$ decays:

$$
P^d_v = \frac{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*)}{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) + \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*) - \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) \cdot (1 - B_{D^+ \to D^{*+}})} = \frac{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*)}{\sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^{*+}) + \sigma_{cc}^{tot}(D^*) \cdot B_{D^+ \to D^{*+}}}.\)

The large extrapolation uncertainties, which affect the extrapolated cross sections, are expected to nearly cancel out in the ratios. However, the calculations of the ratios are affected by details of the fragmentation simulation. To determine the extrapolation uncertainties, the following variations of the PYTHIA fragmentation, in addition to the POWHEG+PYTHIA theoretical uncertainty (Section 4), are considered:

- the Bowler fragmentation function parameter $r$, is varied from the predicted value of 1 to 0.5; the $a$ and $b$ parameters of the Lund symmetric function are varied by $\pm 20\%$ around their default values;
- the PYTHIA parameter for the strangeness suppression is taken to be $0.3 \pm 0.1$;
- the PYTHIA parameter for the fraction of the lowest-mass charmed mesons produced in a vector state is taken to be $0.6 \pm 0.1$;
- the PYTHIA parameters for production rates of the excited charmed and charmed-strange mesons are varied by $\pm 50\%$ around the central values tuned to reproduce the measured fractions of $c$ quarks hadronising into $D^0, D^{*0}$ or $D^+_s$ [51].

Using the extrapolated cross sections, the strangeness-suppression factor and the fraction $P^d_v$ are

$$
\gamma_{s/d} = 0.26 \pm 0.05 \text{ (stat)} \pm 0.02 \text{ (syst)} \pm 0.02 \text{ (br)} \pm 0.01 \text{ (extr)},
$$

$$
P^d_v = 0.56 \pm 0.03 \text{ (stat)} \pm 0.01 \text{ (syst)} \pm 0.01 \text{ (br)} \pm 0.02 \text{ (extr)}.\)

The measured $P^d_v$ fraction is smaller than the naive spin-counting prediction of 0.75, suggesting the charm-quark mass is not large enough to ensure a precise description of charm fragmentation by heavy-quark effective theory [52]. The predictions of the thermodynamical approach [53] and the string fragmentation approach [54], which both predict $2/3$ for the fraction, are closer to, but still above, the measured value.

The measured charm fragmentation ratios agree with those measured by ALICE [5,6] and those measured at the HERA collider in $e^+p$ collisions [55–58]. They can also be compared with results obtained in $e^+e^-$ annihilations at LEP. The LEP fragmentation ratios are calculated using the fragmentation fractions from Table 1:

$$
\gamma^\text{LEP}_{s/d} = \frac{f(c \to D^+_s)}{f(c \to D^+) + f(c \to D^{*+}) \cdot B_{D^{*+} \to D^0 \pi^+}} = 0.24 \pm 0.02 \pm 0.01 \text{ (br)},
$$
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\[ p_{\text{lep}}^{\text{LEP}} = \frac{f(c \rightarrow D^{*+})}{f(c \rightarrow D^+) + f(c \rightarrow D^{**}) \cdot B_{D^{*+} \rightarrow \ell \pi^+}} = 0.61 \pm 0.02 \pm 0.01 \text{ (br)}, \]

where the first uncertainties are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties of the LEP measurements and the second uncertainties originate from uncertainties of the relevant branching fractions. The measurements agree within experimental uncertainties, in agreement with the hypothesis of charm fragmentation universality.

10 Summary

The production of $D^{*\pm}$, $D^\pm$ and $D^0_s$ charmed mesons has been measured in the kinematic region $3.5 < p_T(D) < 100$ GeV and $|\eta(D)| < 2.1$ with the ATLAS detector in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV at the LHC, using an integrated luminosity of up to 280 nb$^{-1}$. The differential cross sections $d\sigma/dp_T$ and $d\sigma/d|\eta|$ for $D^{*\pm}$ and $D^\pm$ production have been determined and compared with a number of NLO QCD predictions. The FONLL [17–19,23], MC@NLO [24,26] and POWHEG [25,27] predictions are generally below the data. They are consistent with the data in normalisation within the large theoretical uncertainties. The FONLL and POWHEG predictions reproduce the shapes of the data distributions while the MC@NLO predictions show deviations from the shapes in the data. The GM-VFNS [20–22] predictions agree with data in both shape and normalisation.

Using the visible $D$ cross sections and an extrapolation to the full kinematic phase space, the strangeness-suppression factor in charm fragmentation, the fraction of charged non-strange $D$ mesons produced in a vector state, and the total cross section of charm production in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV have been calculated. The fragmentation ratios agree with those obtained by the ALICE collaboration at the LHC, and those measured in $e^+e^-$ annihilations at LEP and in $e^\pm p$ collisions at HERA. The total cross section of charm production at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV agree with the result of the ALICE collaboration.
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